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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group which possesses a standard subgroup L such 
that L/Z(L) e PSU(6,2) and Z(L) is of odd order. Assume that C,(L) has a 
cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup and that LO(G) i] G. Then either 
(1) E(G) E PSL(6, 4) or SL(6, 4), or 
(2) E(G) g PSU(6, 2) x PSU(6, 2) or SU(6,2) + 5’076, 2). 
We remark that the Schur multiplier of PSU(6,2) is known and in practice 
L is isomorphic to PSU(6, 2) or SU(6, 2). This paper represents a contribution 
to the program of classifying all finite groups having a standard subgroup of 
known type. 
The proof of the theorem follows the outline given in our previous paper 
[20]. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of L and Mi a maximal 2-local subgroup of L 
containing N,,(S) and such that fl, = O,(M,) is extra-special of order 2g. Let 
A, be the unique elementary Abelian subgroup of S of order 2g, so that Mz = 
N,(A,) is another maximal 2-local subgroup of L containing AT,(S). Let t be an 
involution in C,(L). Our first step in the proof is to construct in the “pushing up” 
process 2-subgroups D, and D, of G satisfying Di n C(t) -= Ai , i = 1, 2. The 
key fact in this ar-gument is that L contains an element e of order 3 with the pro- 
perty that the subgroup K, == C,(e) ’ is isomorphic to PSU(4,2) which turns out 
to be a standard subgroup of C,(e) whose centralizer in C,(e) having a cyclic 
Sylow 2-subgroup. At this stage we make use of a result of Gomi [9]. One more 
application of [9] is necessary for the determination of the structure of NJD, = 
E(N,(D,)/D,). It will be shown that the group NJD, is isomorphic to PSL(4, 4) 
or PSU(4, 2) x PSU(4,2) and Ni n C(t) = M; . Also, using Seitz [16] we 
are able to determine the structure of Nz/Dz = E(N,(D,)/D,), which is in fact 
isomorphic to PSL(3,4) x PSL(3, 4) or SL(3,4) ir SL(3, 4) and furthermore 
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Na n C(t) = Ms. Next, we show that the subgroup G, = (Ni , Ns) is semi- 
simple with the center of odd order and G,/Z(G,) z PSL(6,4) or PSU(6,2) X 
PSU(6,2). The method employed there is due to Gomi [lo] and is also depen- 
dent upon Curtis [7, Theorem 1.41. We note that this point is entirely different 
from [20]. Finally, we must demonstrate that E(G) = G, . If G,,/Z(G,,) is 
isomorphic to PSL(6, 4), this is a consequence of McBride [14], while if G,/Z(G,) 
has the other form, we appeal to Shult [17] as usual in order to establish the 
assertion. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 consists of three lemmas 
concerning some properties of the involutions in the automorphism groups of 
certain simple groups. Section 3 contains the properties of the group SU(6,2) 
and its automorphisms which will be required for the proof of the theorem. 
After these two preparatory sections the proof begins. In Section 4 we construct 
the subgroups D, and D, and determine the structure of Ni/Di , i = 1,2. 
Finally, in Section 5, we examine the subgroup G, generated by Nr and N, and 
show that E(G) = G,, . 
Our notation is fairly standard and possible exceptions are as follows. For a 
group X, m(X) denotes the 2-rank of X and I(X) denotes the set of involutions in 
X. Moreover, X * Y denotes a central product of groups X and Y. If Q is a 
2-group, then e?*(Q) is the set of maximal elementary Abelian subgroups of Q and 
J,.(Q) is the subgroup generated by all Abelian subgroups of Q of maximal rank. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
(2.1) Let K z PSL(4,4) and t an involutive automorphism of K such that 
M = Cx(t) is isomorphic to PSU(4,2). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, 
(B, N) a natural BN-pair of M with S < B, and u, v involutions of a Sylow 
2-subgroup of N such that (B r\ N)u and (B n N)v are the distinguished generators 
of the Weyl group N/B n N. Choose u, v so that 1 S : S n 5’” j = 4 and 
jS:SnP =2. Then 
(1) S lies in a unique Sylow 2-subgroup P of K. 
(2) There exist a natural BN-pair (B, , NI) of K and three involutions 
Sl,%! 3 s in NI such that 
(9 P<B,; 
(ii) t normalizes BI and NI and moreover Cc,(t) = B and CNI(t) = N; 
(iii) (B, n N,)si , 1 < i < 3, are the distinguished generators of the Weyl 
group NIIBl n N,; 
(iv) sit = s3 , u = sls3 , and v = s2 . 
Proof. In view of the conjugacy classes of involutions of Aut(PSL(4,4)) (see 
[3, Sect. 191 or [20, (2.4)]) we know that t acts on K as a graph-field automor- 
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phism. We may regard K as the set of all 4 x 4 matrices over GF(4) of deter- 
minant one. Then t is given by 
where (+l is the transposed-inverse matrix of (aij) and U denotes zz for 
a: E GF(4). The group M == CK(t) is isomorphic to PSU(4,2). Define 
Let H be the subgroup of diagonal matrices in M and put B = A,V,(S) and 
N = Nh,(H). Then B, N, S, U, z’ satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. If (B, 8”) 
is another natural &V-pair of M, then H and B n N* are conjugate by an 
element of S and N* = NM(B n N*). Al so, if a pair of involutions (u”, u*) 
satisfies the same conditions that we impose on (u, v), then u* = uk and E* := nii 
for some h E H. Thus in the proof of the lemma we may assume that B, A-, S, u, v 
are taken as above. Now define 
p x: 
If PI is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K different from P, then the nilpotent class of 
P n PI is at most 2. Hence (1) holds. Let HI be the subgroup of diagonal 
matrices in K and put B, = NK(P) and iv, = N&H,). Then B, , IV1 , s1 , sz , .s3 
fulfill the required conditions. 
(2.2) Let K E PSL(6, 4). 
(1) Let f and g denote Pespectively an involutive field automorphism and a 
graph automorphism with [f, g] = 1. Then K( f, g) has a Sylow 2-sub‘yroup of 
Aut(K). All involutions in Kf aye conjugate to f and all involutions in Kfg are 
conjugate to fg, Each involution in Kg is con&gate to either g or dg, where d is a 
nonidentity element in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of K normalized by g. 
Moreover,&(f) e SL(6,2),C,(fg)zPSU(6,2), C,(g)zSp(6,4),andC,(dg): 
C,(d) r\ C,(g), which is isomorphic to the centralizer of a transvection in Sp(6, 4). 
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(2) If P is u Syloz 2-subgroup of K normalized by fg, then ezery inrohtion in 
Pfg is conjugate tofg by an element of P. 
Proof. (1) can bc found in [3, Sect. 191. Let u be an involution of F’jg and E 
the unique elementary Abelian subgroup of P of order 2’s. Set .\- .Xx(E)‘. 
‘I’hcn lI’/E z SL(3, 4) >: X(3, 4) and fg interchanges the components of :\‘iZ:‘. 
Since PC= Syl,(N), all involutions of P(/g> /E - P/E are conjugate in P .fg>/Z:‘. 
Thus we may assume that u E Efg. The 2-rank of C&g) is 9, whence C,.(jg)j = 
I E : CE(jg) and every involution of I?‘g is conjugate tofg by an clcmcnt of R 
(see [9, Lemma (1 C)]). Thus (2) holds. 
(2.3) Let K ?-i PSL(6, 4) or SL(6, 4). Let t be an inaolution in .Aut(K) - K 
and S a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cir(t). Then 
( 1) S lies in a unique Sylozc 2-subgroup P of K. 
(2) Either ,<.V,(SCt’:,), (;;c(t)‘) = K or ‘<:Y,(S’t>), CIh.(t)\ :;: C,(z),for some 
z c z(Pp. 
I’rouf. It is enough to consider the cast K = SL(6, 4). \Vc identify K with the 
set of all 6 x 6 matrices over GF(4) with determinant 1. Denote Q hv .U fnr 
(Y E GF(4). ‘I’hc ficld automorphism f is given by (aii) q (G) and the graph 
automorphism g is given by 
(Y,,)” 
I 1 1 1 t(ajj). ’ 1 
I 
1 1 




\ Eh- , 
J i 
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Every involution of Aut(K) - K is conjugate to one off, g, fg, or dg; so we 
may assume that t is equal to one of them. Then Cp(t) E SyIs(CK(t)) and we may 
take S = CJt). By direct computation we can verify that S < P”c for any m, , 
Since P n Pm< , 1 < i < 5, are the maximal Sylow intersections contained in P, 
(1) holds. 
Set X = (Np(S(t)), CK(r)). If t = dg, then CK(t) = C,(d) n C,(g) and we 
have X < C,(d). If t = f, then Z(P) < Np(S(t)j and mi E CK(t), 1 < i < 5, 
whence K = X. Suppose t = fg and let E be the unique elementary Abelian 
subgroup of P of order 2’s. Then CK(t) n N(E) acts irreducibly both on CE(t) 
and on E/CE(t). Since Z(P) < NE(S(t)) and Z(P) < C(t), it follows that 
E < X. Moreover CK(t) contains qrn, , mam4 , and m3 . Thus we obtain K = X. 
Finally suppose t = g. Then Z(P) < S and Z,(P) < Np(S(t)). Since CK(t) 
contams mlm5 , m2m4 , and m3 , we can show that K = X. Thus (2) holds. 
3. PROPERTIES OF SU(6,2) 
In this section we shall describe certain properties of SU(6,2) and its auto- 
morphisms. Proofs will be mostly omitted in the case where the assertions are 
consequences of straightforward computation. 
Let E be a primitive cube root of unity in GF(4). Denote 01~ by Cu. for 01 E GF(4). 
The general unitary group GU(6,2) is the set of all 6 x 6 matrices x over 
GF(4) satisfying 
where 5% is the matrix obtained from x by replacing each entry olij with G . 
The groupL = SU(6,2) is the set of all matrices in GU(6,2) with determinant 1. 
The center of GU(6,2) is of order 3 and generated by the diagonal matrix all of 
whose entries are E, and thus Z(GU(6,2)) = Z(L). The group PSU(6,2) is the 
quotient group of L by its center. Define 
Xl(“) = 
u 1 
G 1 I x2(4 = 
1 
(y. 1 
II k . 
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The multiplication within each Xi is given by q(a) q(p) = q(a + /3). The 
commutator relations between elements of distinct subgroups Xi and Xj are as 
follows: 
All other types of commutators are trivial. The structure of S is completely 
determined by these formulas. 
(3.2) The subgroup J is elementary Abelian of order 9 and normalizes each 
X, . If I Xi I --: 4, then J acts transitively on the nonidentity elements of X, . 
Also, NJ S) = SJ. 
(3.3) We have (w1zQ3 == (zuaz~s)~ = (qz~~)~ = 1 and the subgroup (q, wa, w3) 
is isomorphic to the Weyl group of the root system of type (Ba) with (wa) the 
center. The involutions wr , wa , and ws normalize J and transform the elements 
of S according to the formulas: 
Wl%(++ = x4(4, WlX3(4W, = X3(a), Wl%(“h = %(4 
w’117(01)w1 = x9(a), W1%(+% = x*(G), 
wzx1(+% = %(g, %X3(+% = 447 w2x5(a)w2 = x5(S), 
wz%-(+% = %(q, %%(4% = %(4 
wQxl(gw3 = q(a), W3%(+J3 = x5(4, w3x4(a!)w3 == X6(01), 
w&(+3 -= q(a), w&+3 = x&a), w3ss(a)w3 = xs(a). 
Also, note that wi E (Xi , Xy+ for i = 1, 2, 3. 
(3.4) Every element of L can be written in exactly one way as xhzuy, where 
XES,~IE J,wE(w~,w~, wa), andy E (Xi 1 Xi < SW). 
(3.5) We can see by direct computation using (3.1) that every involution of S 
is conjugate in S to one of the elements of the following nine forms: (i) 
44 x3(B), (ii) 44 xsW (4 x3(4 x7(P) &Y) 4% (iv) x4(~) x7(P), (3 
x5(a) q,(P), (vi) x6(a) x,(P), (vii) x7(a) q,(P), (viii) x8(4, (ix> x9(a), where a f 0. 
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(3.6) (X1, wi) s (X, , wa) s SL(2,4) and (Xs , wa) s SL(2, 2). Note that 
O,((& ,Q) = (e). Define 4 = (Xl, X7, wl, w2w3w2), Kl = (X2, X3, 
wa , wa) and Kz = <X1, X, , w, , wa). Then 
(1) K,, s PSU(4,2) with X,X,X,X, a Sylow 2-subgroup. 
(2) Kl = K,“z”l with X,X,X,X, a Sylow 2-subgroup. 
(3) K, s SL(3,4) with X,X,X, a Sylow 2-subgroup. Moreover, K, >, J 
and Z(K,) = Z(L). 
(3.7) We define four important subgroups of S, which are A, = X,X,X,X,X,, 
A, = X,XjX,X,XsX, , A, = X X X X X X X 2 4 5 6 7 8 99 and A, = X,X,X, . These 
subgroups have the following properties. 
(1) Z(S) = Z(A,) = A; = X9, Z,(S) = X,X,, Z(A,) = A; = A,. 
(2) A, E D, * D, c D, t D,; an extraspecial group of plus type and of 
order 2s. 
(3) A, is elementary Abelian of order 2s. 
(4) Jr,(S/Ad = 44I4 and Jr(S) = A, . In particular, m(S) = 9. 
(5) Z(A,A,) = X9 , Z,(A,A,) = (A,A,)’ = A, n A, = X,X,X, . 
Proof. (1) (3), and (5) can be verified by direct computation. Since A, = 
(Xi , Xs) * (X4, X,) with (X, , Xs)wz = (X4, X,) extraspecial of order 25, 
(2) holds. Observe that S/A, is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSU(4,2) 
and JT(S/A1) = A,A,/A, . Thus JT(S) lies in A,A,. Using (3.5) we can show 
that A, is the unique elementary Abelian subgroup of A,A, of maximal order. 
Then since C,(iz,) = A,, (4) holds. 
(3.8) We enumerate some properties of the maximal 2-local subgroups of L. 
(1) NL(A1) = NL(Z(S)) = K,A,Z(L) and Kl acts irreducibly on Al/Z(S). 
There are two K,-orbits on the nonidentity elements of A1 = Al/Z(S), whose 
-- 
lengths are 135 and 120 and we can choose z) and x4(l) X,(E) as their represen- 
tatives. Moreover, Cxl($)) = (Xs , w,)XaX,X, . 
(2) TV, = KY% and Ka acts irreducibly on A, . There are three 
K,-orbits on A;: 
Representative %sl), x,(l), X6(1) x7(1) 
Length 21, 210, 280 
Moreover, K, is 2-transitive on the orbit of length 21. 
(3) N&Q = N&44) = ((XI 9 wl) x (X, , w&) A,Z(L). The subgroup 
A, is a natural module for (X1 , wl) as an alternating group of degree 5. Both 
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X,X,A,/A, and X,X,A,/A, are natural modules for (X, , wi) s SL(2,4) and 
iV,(A,) acts irreducibly on As/A,. 
(4) Both Al/X,X,X, and X,X, are natural modules for (X, , wa) g 
SL(2,4). 
Remark. For the action of SL(2,4) on an elementary Abelian group of order 
16, see [9, Lemma (I J)]. 
For convenience we set XF = {xi(a) 1 a: E GF(2)) if j Xi 1 = 4. 
(3.9) The group L has precisely three conjugacy classes of involutions and we 
can choose x,(l), x,(l), x,(l) x,(l) as their representatives. The centralizers of 
these involutions are C,(x,( 1)) = K,A,Z(L), C,(x,( 1)) = (Xf, X3, wl, w,)A,Z(L) 
with <X,“, Xa, wr , ws) g SL(2, 2) x SL(2, 2), and CL(x6(1) x,(l)) = 
(C*, wlwzwl) A,Z(L), where C* denotes the subgroup of all elements 
x1(a) xs(oI) x&I) satisfying & + #I + /? = 0. Thus C* is quaternion and 
(c*, wlwgwl) gg SU(3,2). 
Let f be the field automorphism of GU(6,2) defined by (aij) H (Q and set 
A = (f) GU(6,2). Note that f centralizes wj , 1 <i < 3, and maps each 
xi(a) to xi(&). The group A/Z(L) is isomorphic to Aut(L) = Aut(L/Z(L)) (see 
Steinberg [lS]). LetJ* be the set of all diagonal matrices in GU(6,2). Then J* is 
elementary Abelian of order 27 and GU(6,2) = J*L. Moreover, J* normalizes 
each Xi , i < i < 9, and f inverts J*. 
(3.10) Every involution of Sf is conjugate in S(f) to one of the four involu- 
tions: x3(l)f, x,(l)f, x,(l)f, or f. The centralizers of these involutions and their 
orders are 
C,(%(l )f ) = ~,*&wtTx,x,*& , 27 
C&(l)f) = x,*xsx,*x,*x,*x,x,“x, ) 2s 
C&J(~)f 1 = Cdfh 2g. 
Every involution of A -L is conjugate in A to X,(l)f or f and the centralizers 
are C,&,tl)f) = (C&,(l)) n CL(f))(f) and C,(f) = CL(f)(f), where 
C,(f) = <C,(f), ~1, wz, wd ES W62). 
(3.11) (1) J,(S(f)) = A, and in particular, m(A) = 9. 
(2) aL n aC,(a)(=) # {a} for every involution a E A -L. 
Proof. (1) is a consequence of (3.7)(4) and (3.10). For the proof of (2) we may 
assume that a =f or x,(l)f. If a = f, then CL(a)tm) = C,(a) contains x1(1). 
Since x1(e) f.q(c) = q(l)f, the assertion holds in this case. If a = x,(l)f, then 
C,*(a) g Sp(4, 2) and CL(a)cm) > CKl(a)’ contains [x2(1), xs( l)] = x6( 1) x,( 1). 
Puty = wrxs(~) x1(1) x5(e). Then we have (xg(l)f)” = x5(l) x,(l) xg(l)f. 
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(3.12) C,(e) = (f)((h) x (e) x I&) Z(L), where h denotes the diagonal 
matrix with diagonal entries (1, 1, E, Q, 1, 1). The automorphism f induces a field 
automorphism of K,, , In 2 = A/Z(L) we have CA(~) = c(e). 
(3.13) The normalizers of A, , 1 < i < 3, in A are as follows. 
(1) NA(A1) = (f)((h) x KJ A,Z(L) for some h E J* - J and f induces 
a field automorphism of Kr . 
(2) NAG%) = <f XhVM, f or some h E J* - J and f and h induce 
respectively a field and a diagonal automorphism of Ka . 
(3) NA(As) = <f )(<A) x (4 , w> x <X3, w,>) 4-W) for SOme 
hEJ’- J. 
As a consequence we have 
(3.14) O,(N,(A,)) = Ai for 1 < i < 3. 
(3.15) C,(A,) = ((h) x (X,, w&) A,Z(L) for some h E J* -J. Also, 
C,(A,) = A,Z(L) and C,(A,/Z(S)) = A,Z(L). 
4. ~-LOCAL SUBGROUPS OF G 
From now on let G be a group which contains a standard subgroup L 
isomorphic to PSU(6,2) or SU(6,2), and assume that C(L) has a cyclic Sylow 
2-subgroup and LO(G) +I G. 
The symbols defined in Section 3 for various objects of the group SU(6,2) 
will retain their meaning for the remainder of the paper. In the case of L z 
PSU(6,2), we use for convenience the same symbols to denote the images of 
those objects under the natural homomorphism of SU(6,2) onto L. Hence in 
this case 1 J j = 3, K, s PSL(3,4), etc. Also, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. 
Let t be an involution of C(L) and set H = C(t). Then L is a normal subgroup 
of H. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of LC,(L) containing S. We begin the proof 
of the theorem by studying the fusion of the involution t. 
(4.1) The following conditions hold. 
(1) (t) E Syl,(C(L)). In particular, C,(L) = (t)O(H). 
(2) N(A,(t)) acts transitively on A,t. 
Proof. Since LO(G) Q G, t does not lie in Z*(G) and tc n H # {t} by the 
Z*-theorem [8]. Then using (3.1 l)(2) and arguing as in [20, (4.2)], we have that 
tG n L(t) # {t}. Since every involution of L is conjugate to an element of A, , it 
follows that tG n A,<t) # {t). Let Q b e a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing R 
and set T = C,(L). Then J?(Q/T) = A,T/T by (3.11)(l) and so J7(Q) = A,T. 
Thus A,T is weakly closed in Q with respect to G and [20, (2.1)] shows that 
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each element of tG n A,(t) is conjugate to t in N(A,T). If ! T ! > 2, then 
N(A,T) < H since A, is elementary Abelian and T is cyclic with t E T, which 
contradicts tG n A,(t) # {t}. Thus (1) holds. 
We have shown that rV(A,(t)) < H. Let X = N(A,(t)) and Q = tx. By 
(3.8), K, has three orbits d, , A,, and A, on A,#. Choose Ai so that x,J 1) E A, , 
x,(l) E A,, and x,(l) x,(l) E A,. Then 1 A, 1 = 21, 1 A, / = 210, and 1 A, / = 
280. Denote {xt 1 z E A,} by Ait. The orbits of K, on (A,(t))+ are precisely {t), 
Ai , and Ait with 1 < i < 3. Now ~~(1) E C,(xa(l))’ and x,(l) E C,(x,( 1))’ 
whereas t $ H’ by (1). Therefore Q must be a union of some of the following five 
sets: {t}, A,, A,t, A,t, A,t. Moreover, since X/C(A,(tj) is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of GL(10, 2), 1 Q 1 is a divisor of 
; GL(10,2)i = 245 . 36 . 5’ 73 . 11 17 . 312 . 73 . 127. 
Thus 1 Q I is equal to one of 22, 512, 561, or 792, and hence there are exactly five 
possibilities of 9. 
(i) Q = (t} u A,t. 
(ii) Q = {t} u A, u A,t u A,t. 
(iii) Q = A,t. 
(iv) Q = {t} u A, U A.$. 
(v) 9 = {t} u A, u A,t u A,t u A,t. 
Suppose case (i) holds. Then the subgroup I7 = (ub : a, b E Q> is a normal 
subgroup of X contained in A, . Since K, acts irreducibly on A, , we have that 
A, = Y Q X. The subgroup of GL(lO,2) w ic normalizes some fixed hyper- h’ h 
plane is of order 2s 1 GL(9,2)1. But I GL(9,2)1 is not divisible by 11, contradicting 
!Ql =22. 
In case (v), 11 divides 1 Q 1 and furthermore the set A,(t) - Q generates 
A, . Hence A, 4 X and as above we have a contradiction. 
Suppose case (ii) holds. Then each orbit of X on (A,(t))” - Q is a union of 
some of the sets A, , A,, A,t. Moreover X is intransitive on (A,(t))+’ - Q, for 
the number of elements in this set does not divide ! GL( IO, 2)i. Since (A,) -= 
(A,) = A, , it then follows that A, is normal in X, which is a contradiction. 
Finally suppose case (iv) holds. Let X = X/C(A,(t)). Then the permutation 
group (X, Q) is of rank 3 with subdegree 1, 280, and 280, and is therefore 
primitve. By(3.15), C(A,(t)) = C,(A,) = A&,(L) and so 
1 X 1 = 1 Sz I - 1 N,(A,)I = 2O. 3b. 5 -7.11 * 17 
with a = 6 or 7 and b = 3 or 4. Observe that the sectional 2-rank of N,(A,) is -- 
4 and that N,(A,) contains KS s PSL(3,4). Let m be a minimal normal sub- 
group of X. Then w is transitive on Q. If w n & = 1, then 1 iii I2 < 2 and 
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so 1 m / is an odd prime power, which is impossible. Thus m contains Es and 
the sectional 2-rank of m is 4. Examining the list of Gorenstein and Harada [l 11, 
we see that either m = Ks or N is isomorphic to M,, . In any case j m 1 is 
not divisible by 1 52 I. This contradiction completes the proof of (2). 
(4.2) DEFINITION. Let C, = O,(N(A,(t))). 
(4.3) N(A,(t)) = N,(A,)C, , H n C, = A,(t), and Z(C,) = A,. Further- 
more, CJA,(t) z A, as N,(A,)-modules. 
Proof. Let X = N(A,(t)) and X = X/C(A,(t)). Then tX = A,t by (4.1) 
and in particular, A, 4 X. Since Cx(t) = IV,(A,) and C(A,(t)) = A&‘,(L) by 
(3.15) / X 1 = 2g I N,(A,)I = 2” 3b . 5 . 7 with a = 15 or 16 and ZJ = 2 or 3. 
Let d, , d, , and d, be the orbits of K, on A,# whose lengths are respectively 21, 
210, and 280. Thus ~~(1) E A, . Let d be the orbit of X on A,# which contains 
d, . Then d is one of A,, d, u A,, d, u d, , or A,#. Since the length of d 
is a divisor of I X I, it follows that d = d, . 
We wish to show that C,(A,) > C,(A,). Suppose by way of contradiction that 
C,(A,) = C,,(A,). Then since d generates A, and K, is 2-transitive on d, we 
have a 2-transitive permutation group (X, A). Let Y = C,(x,(l)) and d* = -- 
d - {zJ~)}. Then Y n K, 3 (X, , zus) and (X, , ws) E SL(2,4). We inspect 
the transitive permutation group (Y, d *) of d e g ree 20. The order of P is equal to 
/ X l/l d j = 2” . 3bp1 . 5, so y has only one non-Abelian composition factor, 
which is isomorphic to SL(2,4) or PSL(2,9) by Brauer [4]. Moreover a theorem 
of O’Nan [ 151 shows that Os( P) = 1. Let F be a minimal normal subgroup of Y. 
If F is non-Abelian, then F s SL(2,4) or PSL(2,9) and so OZ(CF(F)) # 1. If 
F is Abelian, then F must be a 2-group. Hence in any case O,(P) # 1 and 
(Y, d *) is imprimitive with blocks of length 2 or 4. Assume that a complete block 
system of (Y, d *) has the form {& , B, ,..., B,,} with I Bi I = 2 and let m be the 
kernel of the permutation representation of B on the set {B, , B, ,..., B,,}. Then 
m is a nontrivial (2, 3}-subgroup of y since j Y /a 3 215. Let M be a minimal 
normal subgroup of P contained in N. By Aschbacher [l, Theorem 31, M is 
noncyclic. But then MIS not semiregular on d *, contrary to [15]. Thus a complete 
block system of (Y, A *) has the form {Bl ,.. ., B5} with I Bi / = 4. As above let m 
be the kernel of the permutation representation of y on the set {B, ,..., B5} and 
let M be a minimal normal subgroup of P which lies in m. Then again by [1] 
and [ 151 we get that 1 M j = 4 and icI is regular on each Bi . Since Bi , 1 < i < 5, 
are the orbits of m on d *, M is self-centralizing in m. Indeed, setting D = C,(M) 
we have D = Nr x M, where n1 denotes the pointwise stabilizer of B, . For 
each i, MEi is a regular normal subgroup of the permutation group Pi and is 
therefore self-centralizing in D Bi. Hence N1 fixes every point of Bi and -- 
C,&Q) = &i as asserted. Then 1 N/M I < 6. Moreover Y/N is isomorphic to a 
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subgroup of a symmetric group of degree 5. But then 1 7 I2 < 26, a contradiction. 
Therefore we conclude that C,(A,) > C,(A,). 
Consider the map of C,(A,) into A, defined by x H [x, t] = t”t. This is 
certainly a N,(A,)-homomorphism with kernel C,(A,). Since K, acts irreducibly 
on A,, this homomorphism is surjective and therefore C,(A,) is NH(AP)- 
isomorphic to A, . This also implies that X = NH(AB) C,(A,). Since C(A,(t)) = 
A,(t) x O(H), the subgroup E = C,(A,) n C(O(H)) is normal in X. Let 
X = X/O(H). Since K, acts irreduiibly on C,(A,), E = Cx) ore = C!?). 
If the former case holds, then as K,E = K,C,(A,) n C(O(H)) is normal in 
K,C,(A,), it follows that K,C,(A,) is also normal in K,C,(A,). But this is 
incompatible with the action of K, . Hence i? = C!) and C,(A,) = O(H) x 
O,(C,(A,)). Therefore, X = N,(A,) O,(C,(A,)) and as O,(N&4,)) = Aa<t) 
by (3.14) we conclude that C, = O,(C,(A,)). Finally Z(C,) < Cc-Jt) = A,(t) 
and A, 4 C, , so we get that Z(C,) = A, and the proof is complete. 
(4.4) DEFINITION. Let C, = O,(N(Z(R))). 
(4.5) The following conditions hold. 
(1) N(Z(R)) = N(A,(t)) = NH(AI)CO , H n C, = A,(t), and tCo = 
Z(S)t. 
(2) C,, = A, v C,-o(J) and C,-- J) = C,(I(A,). Furthermore, C,, is extra- 
special of order 211 and C,,(J) is dihedral of ordu 8. 
Proof. Recall that R = S(t). Let X = N(Z(R)) and F = X n C, . Since 
RC, is a 2-group and H n C, < R, N,*(R) is not contained in H. Moreover 
1 H j2 < 217 < 1 C, / and so t is not conjugate to an element of Z(S). Thus 
1 X : C,(t)/ = 2, F = N,$R), and tX = tF = Z(S)t. Now C,(t) = NH(Z(S)) = 
NH(A1) and we have that Oz’(C,(t)“) = K,A, and O,(C,(t)) = A,(t) by (3.13). 
Hence K,A, and A,(t) are normal subgroups of X. In particular X = N(A,(t)), 
for Z(A,(t)) = Z(R). 
Let X = X/A,(t) and U = Cx(K1). Note that X D K, s PSU(4, 2). 
Since s E Syl,(K,) and JT(S) = A, , a property of PSU(4, 2) (see [9, Lemma 
(2H)(3)]) gives that C,(&) = &C8(Kl) = A,U. Since Z(C,) = A, , it then 
follows thatp < A,U and F = A,(F n U). Thus X = C,(t)(F n U). By (3.13), 
A,C,(L) has odd index in C,(i(,), so A,(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(t) and 
hence SF n U E Syl,( U). As R lies between K,A,(t) and A,(t), U normalizes R. 
Since JT(R) = A,(t), U then normalizes F. Moreover, S = R n K,A, . 
Therefore, SF n U = O,(U). Since X = C,(t)U D U, we conclude that 
C, = SF n U. In addition, A,<t) E Syl,(C,(t)) implies that H n Co = A,(t), 
and (1) holds. 
Let X = X/Z(R). Then as / C, : A,(t)1 = 2, Ci is properly contained in a1 . 
Since Kl acts irreducibly on Al/Z(S), this forces that C, is Abelian. Now J acts 
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fixed-point-freely on A,/Z(S), so C,, = (C,, n C(J)) x A, and therefore C,, is 
elementary Abelian. If there is an element x of C,, such that x2 E Z(s)t, then as 
C,, is transitive on Z(s)t, we may choose x so that x2 = t. But then x E Cc,(t) = 
A,<t), a contradiction. Hence C,,/Z(S) is elementary Abelian. Certainly C,,(J) 
contains Z(S) and so is normal in C,, . Observe that [A, , J] = A, and J stabrhzes 
the series C, > A,(t) > A, . Hence [C,, , J] = A,. Applying [19, (2.4)], we 
obtain that C, = A, * CcO( J) with A, n CcO( J) = Z(S). This proves (2). 
(4.6) DEFINITION. Let C, = O,(N(A,(t))). 
(4.7) The following conditions hold. 
(1) N(A,(t)) = N(A,(t)) = NH(A3)C4, H n C, = As(t), and tC4 = A,t. 
Furthermore, C4/A3(t) z A, as N,(A,)-modules. 
(2) C, = A, * Cc,(e) with A, n Cc,(e) = A, and Cc,(e) = Ccd(A,). 
(3) Cc,(J) < Cc,(e) < C2 - 
PYOO~. Let X = N(A,<t)) and M = X n C, . Then as A, >, A, , by (4.3) 
we get that M = {x E C, 1 t” E A4t} and tM = A,t. Since j H I2 G 217 < 1 C, 1, t 
is not conjugate to an element of A, and thus tX = tM and X = C,(t)M. 
Since NH(A3) = NH(AI) and C,(A,) contains M, the map of C,(A,) into A, 
defined by x H [x, t] is a surjective N,(A,)-homomorphism with kernel C,(A,). 
Note that C’,(A,) = C(A,(t)) 4 X and that 02’(C,(A,)) = (X, , w&AS(t) by 
(3.15). Hence AS(t) = 02(02’(CH(A,))) is normal in X. As Z(A,(t)) = A4(t), 
we obtain X = N(A,(t)). -- 
Let X = X/02’(C,(A,)) and U = C,(A,). Then O(a) = C,(A,) and by 
the structure of C,(A,), (X, , wr) centralizes O(o). Since (Xi , wi) acts 
irreducibly on U/C,(A,) g A, by (3.8)(3), either C,(A,) > Cu(O(u)) or 
i7 = 0( 8) CO(O( 0)). If the former case holds, then (X1 , wr) U D (Xi , wi)lJ n 
C(O( 0)) = (X, , wi) C,(O( Q)) and (X, , wr) centralizes U/C,(A,), which is a 
contradiction. Hence u = O(a) Co(O( D)). 
Let X = X/AS(t) and B = O,( U mod 02’(C,(A,))). Then 0 = 0( 0) x i? 
by the above and X D (G) z SL(2, 2). Observe that (Xi , wi) centralizes 
<x2 ! wa) and acts irreducibly on i? g U/C,(A,). Then just as before we have 
that B = <G) CB((=)) and therefore B = <z) x O,(B). 
Hence B = (X, , wa) O,(B) and U = C,(A,) O,(B). Note that X = C,(t)U 
with Cx(t) = NH(AB) and that O,(N,(A,)) = AZ(t) by (3.14). Since B Q X, we 
conclude that O,(B) = C, and (1) holds. 
The element e = x3( l)w, centralizes C4/A3(t) z A, and acts fixed-point- 
freely on Aa/& by (3.12) and also [A,, e] = A,. By (3.Q NL(A3) acts irre- 
ducibly on AS/A,, so A3(t)/A4(t) lies in Z(C4/A4(t)). Thus we have that 
C4/A4(t) = A,(t)/A,(t) x Cc$e)/A,(t). In particular, Cc,(e) u C, and 
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[C, , e] = -43. Hence C, = A, T Cc,(e) by [19, (2.4)]. Since C,.,Je) = i4, = 
Z(A,), it follows that Cc,(e) = Cc&(Aa), proving (2). 
By (4.5) C,O(J) = CcO(A,) is Kr-invariant and of order 8, so Kr in fact 
centralizes C,,(J). Since KrA, 3 S > A, and C, D Z(R) and since -d,Z(R) = 
A&t>, it follows that C,JJ) < U. As shown above U == O(c) x B, hence 
C&f) < B. Also C ‘r == C’B((~)) and we conclude that C,“(J) : C,.l(e). 
From (I) and (2) we see that CC‘p(e)/Al(t> is NH(A,)-isomorphic to A-I, , on which 
‘Xl ) W1/> acts irreducibly. Kow AICCO(J) ,< CCI(e) n C(LYrr) so that -1-s centralizes 
Cc,(e). Hence [.A, , C,4(e)] =- 1, for A, is contained in XaA, . As -4J,(t \ = 
=2,(t), this forces that Ccl(e) -51 -\‘(A,it)) n C(A,). Moreover C,(AJ =:i A,C;,(L) 
by (3.15) and we have lV(Ao(t’) n C(A,) = C&)(H) by (4.3). ‘I’hcrefore 
Cc,(e) < C, and (3) holds. 
(4.8) D EFIiXITIOK. Let I),, [ATJAg), Cc,(e)], P7, = C,,(J) n II! , and 
v2 = [D,l) J]Vl 
(4.9) The following con.ditions hold. 
(1) D, is a normal subgroup of N(A,(tj) such that A, ~1 D, .< D,/t =-= 
Cc,(e) and H n D, :: A,, . Furthermore D, is elementary Abelian OY hornoc~dic 
Abelian of exponent 4 and D, ,< E(C(e)). 
(2) 1 V, 1 -7: 4, C,o(J) z= VI(t), CvL(t) = Z(S), and VI 4 :!‘(%(I?)). 
(3) I V2 ~ z= 2”, C,(t) = Z,(S), and tvz : Z,(S)t. Moreover L-z normalizes 
24,vr, 
Proof, Let 1- =- C(e). Then the subgroup K,, =z C,(e)’ is normal in C,(t) 
and (3.12) implies that <t‘, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(t) n C(K,,). Therefore 
K,, is a standard subgroup of I’ isomorphic to PSU(4, 2) and C,(KJ has a 
cvclic Svlow 2-subgroup it), so Gomi [9j applies. Put D := C,.l(~). Then D is i 
normal in A7(A,<t)) by (4.7). Now X,&l, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K,, with A, 
the unique &-subgroup and fD =~: A,t. Hence by [9, Lemma (6H)] we have 
D = O,(lV,(A,(t\)) and as shown in the proof of [9, Lemma (6D)] there 
exists a subgroup F of E(J) such that A, <F <F(t) = D, F I’. ~Y,.(.3,<t;>), 
and F is elementary Abelian or homocyclic Abelian of exponent 4. Since II/A,/t:? 
is N,(A,)-isomorphic to A, and since D/=2, = F/A, x A,(t)/A, , it follows that 
F/A, = [D/A, , (Xr , w,>]. Then by the structure of N1,(AR), \vc obtain that 
F = D, . This proves (I). 
(1) and (4.7)(3) show that CcO(J) = l-r\t> and j V, ; = 4. Recall that 
CcO(J) 4 N(Z(R)) by (4.5)and Kr centralizes C,,,(J). Since N,(A,j y K,Xfl(S) 
and NH(S) < 12:(A,(t)), we have that k r ’ is normal in N(Z(R)) and (2) holds. 
Consider the N,(A,)-homomorphism: D, - -4, defined by s - t [x. t]. Since 
PI == A,t, this is surjective with kernel H n D, = A4. The image of [Dl , J] 
under this homomorphism is [A, , J] = Xs , which implies that [n, . Jl acts 
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transitively on Xst. We also have that [D, , J] n A, = X8 and [D4, J] n VI = 1. 
Therefore j V, / = 26, CY2(t) = Z,(S), and tVz = Z,(S)t. We wish to show that V, 
normalizes A,V, . In order to establish this, put M = ,‘VDl(Z,(R)). We have that 
M is the set of all elements x E D, satisfying t” E Z,(S)t. Thus M = A,V2 . 
Since S normalizes M, SM is a 2-group containing SV, . The subgroup J acts 
irreducibly on V,/Z,(S)V, , so the action of J forces that SV, is normal in SM. 
In particular, V, normalizes SV, n C(e) = X,A,VI . Recall that JT(X,A,/X,) = 
X,Z,(S)/X, . Since [X,A, , V,] = 1 and X,A, n k; = X, , this implies 
Jl.(XIA,VI/V,) = X,X,V,/V, . Then since [A,, V,j < [A,, Cc,(e)] = I, V, 
normalizes (A, n As) X,X,V, = A,V, , which completes the proof of (3). 
(4.10) VI is elementary Abelian. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then I’, is cyclic of order 4 and t inverts V, . Let 
X = iV(C,) n N( VI), Y = N( VI(t)), and M = N(Z(R)). As Z( VI(t)) = Z(S), 
Y acts on V,(t)/Z(S). Since 1 H j2 < 217 < / C, / and Z(S) = VI n Z(C,), t 
does not fuse into V, and hence Y is intransitive on the nonidentity elements of 
V,(t)/Z(S). This gives that 1 Y : M 1 < 2. So C,, 4 Y. Since VI is the unique 
cyclic subgroup of VI(t) of order 4, we get that Y < X7. 
Let X = X/V, . We will show that t -x = $f. First of all we have P 5; /?‘ii 
since X D C,o(V,) = A,Vl . By (4.9)(3), V, normalizes Z,(S)(t>AIV, = C,, 
and so V, < X, which implies that Xsi < P. By (3.8) the subgroup Kr has two 
orbits on /ii+ with lengths 135 and 120 and x,(l) belongs to the orbit of length 
135. Thus we may assume that / P j = 136 = 23 17. Let Q = ix and X = 
X/C,(C,,). Then as Q generates C,, , we have a 2-transitive permutation group 
(X, Q) with P = C,(Z) the stabilizer of a point f. Now C,(A,/Z(S)) = A,C,(L) 
by (3.15) and c,, g A,(t)/Z(S), so it follows from (4.5) that CM(C,,) = C,C,&) 
and M g M/C&co) s NH(A1)/AICH(L). Then by the structure of IV,(A,) we 
have 1 M : O,(M) x K1 1 < 2 with 1 O,(M)1 = 1 or 3. If the latter case holds, 
then as O,(M) (1 Y, a result of Aschbacher [l, Theorem 31 yields a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that 1 %i : Ki / < 2. Note that Y tz=. Ki z PSU(4, 2). 
If j I’ : Ei 1 = 4, then R g Aut(PSU(4,2)) and / C,(Kr)i = 2, which again 
conflicts with [I]. Therefore 1 Y : Kr 1 < 2 and we can write I X j = 
1 Q 1 . 1 Y 1 = 2a . 34 .5 . 17 with a = 9 or 10. 
We claim that C,(i’) is a 2-group for arbitrary Sylow 17-subgroup & of X. 
Toward this end, let A = t’“. Since Kl is transitive on Q - (t’} and xxi~ Q, 
transforming Q by a suitable element of Er if necessary, we may assume that 
z)t E d. Then C*(A) ’ 1s contained in Cy(xs( 1)) the order of which is a divisor of 
2a-3 3. Now (E) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C~(x,(l)) and as CA1(e) == X,XsX, , 
the points of AiZ left fixed by e are X1X.$. Since 1 X1X$ 1 = 16 and / d I = 17, 
we conclude that Q+(A) is a 2-group. 
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Take p E Syl,,(X). Let p be a Sylow 3-subgroup of Cx@). Then as ] X js = 
1 Y ja , pg < C,(p) for some g E X. The above paragraph shows that C,(Q”) 
is a 2-group, so / C,(Q)1 is not divisible by 3. Likewise, 1 X I5 = 1 P I5 implies 
that j C&(Q)1 is not divisible by 5. Since Aut@) is of order 16, Nx@)/$ is then 
a 2-group and we have I X : V,(Q)1 = 2i 34 . 5 for some i. However, 
2i . 34 . 5 + 1 (mod 17) for any 0 < i < 10, contrary to Sylow’s theorem. 
This contradiction proves that ix = A,i. 
Then for each element d of A, , there is x E X such that t5 lies in I’, dt. 
Choose d so that I d j = 4. Since 1 vt I = 2 for all v E V, and since [A, , I’,] = 
[A, , t] = 1, it follows that (vdt)2 = d2(vt)2 = d2 and / vdt I = 4. This is 
impossible, and the proof of (4.10) is complete. 
(4.11) DEFINITION. Let D, = C,-JV,). 
(4.12) D, is elementary Abelian of order 218 such that A,D, < D, < D2(t) = C,, 
H n D, = A,, and D, 4 N(A,(t)). 
Proof. Since K,A, centralizes Vi and D, is Abelian, we certainly have that 
A,D, < D, . The map of C, into A, defined by x ++ [x, t] is a N,(A,)-homo- 
morphism with kernel A,(t). As D, is transitive on A,t, the image of D, under 
this homomorphism is A, . Now if E is a normal subgroup of (S, w2) such that 
A, < E < A, , then E must be identical with A, , that is to say, A, is the normal 
closure of A, in (S, w2). This implies that the above homomorphism maps D, 
onto A,, and thus D2(t) = C, . 
Since SC21A2 = SD,IA, x A,(t)/A, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K,C,/A, , 
A2(t)/A2 has a complement M/A2 in K2C2/A2 by Gaschiitz’s theorem [13, p. 1211. 
Put B = C,, n M, so that B Q M(t) = K,C, and C, = B(t). Recall that 
(Xl 7 wi) acts irreducibly on D,/A, E A,. Hence (Xi , wJD, is perfect and is 
therefore contained in M. In particular, A,D, < B. Consider the map v: B/A, + 
A, defined by A,x H [x, t]. This is a K,-isomorphism since tE = A,t and 
CB(t) = A,. Moreover, the image of A,D,/A, under F is A,. Since (S, w2> < 
K2A2 and D, n B is a (S, w,)-invariant subgroup containing A,D, , a similar 
argument just as in the first paragraph shows that F maps D, n B/A, onto A, 
and therefore D, = B. By (4.9)(2), NH(S) normalizes Vi and as N,(A,) = 
K,iV,(S), we conclude that D, 4 N(A,(t)). Finally, A2v1 is an elementary 
Abelian subgroup of Z(D,) by (4.10) and K, acts irreducibly on D,/A, E A, , so 
we have that D, is elementary Abelian. 
(4.13) E(C(e)) z PSL(4,4) or PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2) and E(C(e)) n H = K,. 
Furthermore, for a Sylow 2-subgroup Q of E(C(e)) which contains X10, we have 
Z(Q) = V, and Z,(Q) = V, . 
Proof. Let Y = C(e). As shown in the proof of (4.9), Y has a standard 
subgroup K, isomorphic to PSU(4,2) with (t) a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(K,,) 
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and 02(N~(4(t))) = 4(t). W e remark that the subgroup D, is denoted by E, 
in Lemma (6D) of [9]. By (4.12), D, is elementary Abelian. Then because of 
condition (4.4) in Lemma (6E) of [9],Hypothesis (6.2) of [9] holds in Y and hence 
E(Y) = (Kay) is isomorphic to PSL(4,4) or PSU(4,2) x PSU(4, 2). 
Let X D r 4 < Q E Syl,(E(Y)). Then by a property of PSL(4, 4) or PSU(4, 2), 
we have J,.(Q) = D, and Z(Q) is a subgroup of D, of order 4. Observe that the 
map #: D,/A, + A,; A,x F+ [x, t] is a N,(A,)-isomorphism. Since 1 CA (X,)1 = 2, 
it follows that / Cop( < 4 and thus Z(Q) = Z(X,D,) = V, . Le;N(A,) = 
N(A4)/A4. The isomorphism # can be extended to an isomorphism I/J* between 
two semidirect products X,0, and X,A, such that z/~* coincides with 4 on D, 
and #*(z) = x for x E X, . Now $* maps va onto Z,(S) by (4.9)(3). Since 
Z,(X,A,) = Z,(S), this implies that Z,(X,D,) = va . Thus Z,(X,D,) < A4V2 
and as [XI , A41 = Z,(S) is not contained in VI , the order of Z,(X,D,) is at most 
/ A4Va l/2 = 26. By the structure of Q, Z,(Q) is a subgroup of D, of order 2s. 
Hence Z,(Q) = Z,(X,D,) and j V,/Z,(X,D,) f~ V, 1 < 2. Now V, = [V,, J] x V, 
and J has no fixed points on [V, , J]#. Since J normalizes X,0,, we conclude 
that Z,(X,D,) = V, . The proof is complete. 
(4.14) DEFINITION. Let D, = C(V,) n O,(N(C,) n N(V,)). 
(4.15) )U(C,) n N(Vl) = NH(A,)D, , H n D, = A,, and V, < D, . Further- 
more, to1 = AIt and the map of Dl/A,Vl onto zl defined by A,V,x M [x, t] is a -- 
ArH(A,)-isomovphism, where N( V,) denotes N( VI)/ V, . 
-- 
Proof. Let X = N(C,J n N( V,) and N(V,) = N(Vl)/V, . Observe that t 
does not fuse into VI , for 1 H j2 < 2r7 < 1 D, I. Then as &‘*(V,(t)) = 
{V, , Z(R)}, it follows from (4.5) and (4.9)(2) that N(Vl(t)) = N(Z(R)) = 
N&A,)Vl and hence C,(t) = N(V,(t)). Also, A,V, = CcO(Vl) is normal in 
Xand ix .< AIt. Put U = C,(Ar) and define a N,(A,)-homomorphism of Uinto - 
A, by x + [x, t]. The kernel of this homomorphism is C,(t) = C,(A,/Z(S))V, = 
C,,O(H) by (3.15). The subgroup V, normalizes Z,(S)(t)A,V, = C,, by (4.9)(3), 
so VP lies in AX. Moreover [XI, V,] < VI by (4.13) and [A,, V,] = 1 by 
(4.7)(2). Thus we get that V, < U. Then since V, $ C,(t) and Kr acts irre- 
ducibly on -‘r, , the above homomorphism is surjective. Hence tU = ,qrt and 
U/C,,O(If) is NH(A,)-isomorphic to Jr . Now [O(H), V,] < [O(H), C,] = 1. 
Combining this with the action of Kr on U/C,O(H), we see that U = 
O(H) C,(O(H)) and therefore U = O(H) x O,(U). In addition, trJ = Art 
implies X = Cx(t)U and as O,(C,(t)) = C, , we have that O,(X) = O,(U). 
This shows that D, is a IVH(A,)-invariant subgroup containing A,Vz and 
0,(X)/C, g AI . Hence O,(X) = Dl(t) and the assertions hold. 
(4.16) The following conditions hold. 
(I) Dl/ Vl is elementary Abelian of order 216 and Z(D,) = V, . 
481/61/r-13 
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(2) D, n D, = V, , D, n D, = VzVp, and V, n VP = V, . Thus 
/ D, n D, / = 21°. 
(3) D, and D, normalize each other. 
(4) (D1D2)’ = D, n D, and CDID,(D1 n D,) = D, . 
Proof. Certainly D, n D, 3 V, . We also have that D, n D, n W = A, n A, 
is of order 8, which implies 1 D, n D, 1 < 26 since D, n D, is a t-invariant 
elementary Abelian 2-group. Thus D, n D, = V, . Recall that V, 1 VI x [V,, J] 
with [V, , J] n H = X, and [V, , J] acts transitively on Xst. As m = X6 , 
it then follows that V,V,wZ = V, x [V, , J] x [V, , J]“z and V,V,wZ acts transi- 
tively on X,X,X.$. The subgroup B = ND2(X6X8XS(t)) is transitive on 
XSX8X9t, for D, > X,X,X, and tDz = A,t. Accordingly, B = CDe(t)V2V~ = 
A,V2Vp. Now tD1 < A,V,t and A,Vl’,t n A,t = X6X8X,$. So D, n D, < B 
and we conclude that D, n D, = V,V,wZ and (2) holds. 
BY (4.15), D,lA,Vl s Al/Z(S) as iV,(A,)-modules, whence 1 CAl( = 25 
gives that 1 CDI(e)i = 21°. Note that V, and V; w~zo~wz are contained in Dl n E(C(e)). 
Also V, n V,W2w3w2 n H = X, since V, n H = Z,(S).Thus / V, n V~w3wz 1 < 4 
and we have 
CDl(e) = V2V,u’2w3w2 < E(C(e)). 
Put E = E(C(e)) and let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of E containing X,0,, so 
that Z(Q) = V, by (4.13). Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(V,) containing 
X,C,Je). Assume that E E PSL(4,4). Then by the structure of C,( V,), either 
P = Q or P n Q/V, is Abelian. Since X,0, n X,Col(e) > X,A, , it follows 
that P = Q. If Es PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2), then t interchanges the components 
of E and as X,A, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc(t), there exists a unique Sylow 
2-subgroup of E which contains X,A, . Thus in either case we have P = Q. 
Since C,Je) n D, = V, by (2), comparing orders we obtain that CDI(e) D, E 
WdE(C(4)). -- 
Let N( VI) = N( V,)/V, and consider the N,(A,)-isomorphism rp: D,/A,Vl ---f 
x1 defined by A,Vl x F+ [x, t]. The image of V, under y is xs, Moreover 
X,wZ = X6, X2 = X, , and X,W? = X, . Thus we have 
Now ws normalizes D, and so C,JD,) contains V,Vp and V2w3. Therefore 
D, =-= C,Je) CD1(D1). 
Since KI acts irreducibly on AI, Z(DI) contains AI . The subgroup Q = -- - 
CDl(e)D1 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of E(C(e)), whence [C,,(e), V,] = 1 by (4.13) 
and AIVz is an elementary Abelian subgroup of Z(D,). The action of KI on 
D,/A,Vl then yields that & is elementary Abelian. The subgroup D, normalizes 
A,(t) but D, n D, does not normalize Z(A,A,(t)) = Z(R), so A, + D, and 
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we have NDI(A,) = /!,I/;. Since Z(A,Vr) = V, , this implies that Z(D,) = VI 
and (1) holds. 
Since CD,(e2 is elementary Abelian of order 28, the structure of Q shows that 
CD,(e) = Jr(Q). In particular, D, normalizes CDI(e) and so A,D, G N,z(D,). 
The N,(A,)-isomorphism Z/J: D,/A, + A,; A,x it [x, t] maps A2D,/A, onto A, 
since tDa = A,t. Now A, is the normal closure of A, in <S, ws) and NDz(D,) is 
invariant under (S, ws). Hence D, G N(D,). As DID, > AID,, Npl(AID,) 
properly contains A,(D, n D2). The isomorphism v of D,/A,V, onto A, maps -- 
A,(D, n D,)/A,V, onto X,X,X, , for Dl n D, is transitive on X,X,X,t. Since 
(S, wa) is irreducible on Al/X,X,X,, *it follows that AID, u DID,. NOW 
A, n D, = A, n A, and A,D, is a semidirect product of X,X, and D, , so the 
N,(A,)-isomorphism # can be extended to an isomorphism between A,D,/A, 
and A,A, . Then J,(A,A,) = A, implies J,(A,D,/A,) = D,/A, and we have 
that &AID,) = D, 4 DID,. This establishes (3). 
Note that Q’ = Z,(Q) = V, by (4.13). Since Q < D,D, and D,D,/D, n D, is 
Abelian by (3), it follows that (D1D2)’ = D, n D, . Put U = C,,(A, n A,) and 
recall that C,$t) = AI . Then we have C,(i) = U n A,V, = A, n A,, which 
is of order 24. Since U is elementary Abelian, 1 U 1 < 28 and thus U = V,V> 
and (4) holds. 
(4.17) DEFINITION. Let Ni be a subgroup for which Ni/Di = E(N(Di)/Di), 
i= 1,2. 
(4.18) The following conditions hold. 
(1) G,lD, (t) = K,D,/D, and NJD, E PSL(4,4) OY PSU(4, 2) x 
PSU(4,2). 
(2) G/r@) = KdWz and Nz/D, E PSL(3, 4) x PSL(3,4) or 
SL(3,4) * SL(3,4). 
(3) There exists a unique Sylow 2-subgroup P of Nl which contains SD,D, _ 
Furthermore, we have C,,(t) = S and P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N, as well. 
Proof. As shown in the proof of (4.1.5), N(V,<t)) = NH(A1)Vl . Thus we 
have 8*(Dl(t)/Vl) = {DJV, , C,,/V,} and Z(D,(t)/V,) = A,V,/Vl. Also, 
Z(D,(t)) = Z(S) since D, n H = A, . Now D, < N(A,(t)) but D, n D, does 
not normalize Z(A,A,(t)), whence A, +I D, and Z,(D,(t)) is properly contained 
in A,V, . The action of Kl on A,V,/V, then gives that Z,(D,(t)) = V, . Conse- -- 
quently N(D,<t)) = N(C,) n N(V,) = N,(A,)D, . Let N(D,) = N(D,)/D, . 
Then N(D,) n C(f) = NH(AI) g NH(A1)/A1 . Hence by (3.13), Kr is a standard 
subgroup of N(D,) isomorphic to PSU(4,2) and (t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
the centralizer of KI in N(D,). Moreover s E Syls(Kr) with J?(s) = 2.a and by 
(4.16), & is an elementary Abelian subgroup of order 28 invariant under NE1(&). 
Appealing to Gomi [9] just as in (4.13) we obtain (1) and in addition, D, G Nl . 
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Since fi*(Z&(ti) = {D,, A,(t)}, we have N(D,(t)) = N(A,(t,) := lVH(il,)ll,. 
Let K) _~m :V(D&/D, Then AT) n C(f) = A=) g l17H(L4)/J2. Hence 
by (3.13) Kz is a standard subgroup of Nx) isomorphic to PSL(3,4) ot 
SL(3, 4) and (iii is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the centralizer of & in Nx). The 
subgroup J acts fixed-point-freely on D,/ArI/, g A,/Z(S) and so D, - 
[D, , J] C-r . Then since J < K, , the normal closure of & in N? contains 1j, , 
which is elementary Abelian of order 2s. Therefore by a result of Seitz [16], either 
(2) holds or else -v.JZ(flz) E PSL(3, 24) with .Z(mJ of odd order. Also, 11, ~.< ~\‘a .
Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ni containing SD,D, . Then Jr(P) : D, 
by (1) and so (4.16)(4) gives that D, u P. If IV, G PSU(4, 2) x PSU(4, 2), then 
t interchanges the components of Nr and as SE Syl,(CN,(t)), there is a unique 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Iv1 which contains S. If iv, 52 PSL(4, 4) then 
2L;yl(D,)‘/D), es SL(2,4) x SL(2,4) 
and t interchanges its components so that XR,(n,)’ has a unique Sylow 2-sub- 
group which contains SD, _ In either case the uniqueness of P follows. Here note 
that S n D2 
-~ 
1 & and (P/D,) n C(E) = SD,jD, E S//l,& . The uniqueness of 
P guarantees that J normalizes P. Since J acts fixed-point-freely on S/i3,iz, , 
it follows that (P/D2) n C(J) : 1. Hence P =: [P, J] DID, and as J :< K, , 
we conclude that P < Ea . Finally, Cp(t) 2 -; S and (3) holds. 
We now complete the proof of (2). A ssume that I~~/Z(NJ s PSL(3, 2’). ‘Then 
D, is a maximal elementary Abelian subgroup of P and so N~,(D,)‘jfi, is 
isomorphic to SL(2, 2”). Since P -# P~Q, this implies that A~,vz(D,D,)’ = /P, ZL’?, 
and (P, zc’2ijDlD2 z SL(2,2”). On the other hand, ‘P, 2~‘~: < -V1 and 
I~N,(D,D~)‘/D,D, g fV,J,!?,)‘/& z SL(2, 4) x SL(2, 4), which is a contra- 
diction. Thus (2) holds. 
(4.19) DEFINTION. Let P be as in the preceding lemma. Thus 1 I’ :- 2”“. 
(4.20) The ~following conditions hold. 
(1) ‘P:PnP”‘l! L lP:PnPppj = 16 find ~P:PnP”:f -- 4. 
Furthermore, P n P”‘z -= DID, . 
(2) A’, -: <P, zu2 , w3) and Aiz ::- (P, w1 , zQ. 
Proof. From (4.18)(2) it follows that 1 P : P n P”‘1 j :-: ~ P : P n Per:, :~ 16, 
P n PQ D,D 2 , and -&‘z == (P, q , z+). Since J acts fixed-point-freely on 
SD,lD, E SIB, , we also have that P == [P, J]Dz . Now (4.18)( I ) gives 
CNl(D,jVl) D, . Thus Z(D,D?) == I/1 by (4.16)(l) and as DID, (1 P, bvl is 
normal in P. Hence [19, (2.4)] shows that [P, J] centralizes 1/; and therefore 
I’, < Z(P). Recall that (X1, wr) acts irreducibly on D,I’A, e= A, Since 
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P r\ PC: is normal in (P, w,>, it follows that D,, 4 Z(P n P”‘). Let :v, --. .\:,!Dl . 
Then as P = (Pn 1’~) I>, , ij., -= Z(H) by (4.16)(2). Set B/D, - J,(p/D,). 
If -VI 2 PSU(4, 2) x PS’C(4, 2) we certainly have that B = P CT rU’z and 
V, (P, $I& , tia). If NI y- PSL(4, 4), then ,~~R,(~J y K,Vr(B) and .Y.cl(e)‘/B % 
S’1;(2, 4). So P :/- PQ implies that ij : P n P’s and :Y,V,(R)’ :. ,‘t’. PQj. 
Moreover J,.(P) : D, and P n P.2 .- I),D, , and we have that 
.V,*(D,) :-= :,I’, P”‘>. 
trencc .V, ,‘,P, PQ, ply’:. Accordingly, in either case I’ : P n P’:’ 4 and 
AV, = (‘P, 7u2 , ws\. The proof is complete. 
D’e retain the notation of Section 4. In this section WC construct a semi- 
simple subgroup GO such that Ga/Z(G,) s P&5(6,4) or PSC(6, 2) x PSCY(6, 2) 
with Z(G,,,) of odd order and prove that E(G) = GO. Following Gomi [IO, (2.3)] 
WC’ define 
(5.1) The follou;in~ conditions hold. 
(1) -kyi = I,iDi with Li n Di = 1 and Pi = P n Li E Svl,(L,)f~ i I, 2. 
(2) Pn Plco . 1. 
(3) lL;I = P n Pwoml. 
(4) [It, _ p n p*co+ =; PI n p~w~uz3. 
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Proof. We proceed as in Lemmas 3.6, 3.8, and 4.8 of [lo]. For simplicity 
of notation we set a = w1 , b = wa , and c =: ws . The t-invariant 2-group 
Li n Di has the property that Li n Di n H = Ki n Ai = 1, so in fact 
L, n Di : 1 for i = 1, 2. To estimate the order of PI we give attention to the 
subgroup 
p n pa n pba n Pcba n Pbcba n pabcba. 
Since j P n P” 1, ~(P n P”)” j, i(P n Pc)ba 1, etc., are known by (4.20)(l), we can 
verify that the order of this subgroup is at least 2r2, which especially implies that 
1 PI ~ > 212. Likewise we see that the order of the subgroup 
p n PC n pbc n pabc n Pcabc n pbcabc n Pcbcabc 
is at least 2la and thus 1 P2 / > 2 12. Now Pi n Di = 1 and P E Syl,(&) for 
i = 1, 2, so P = PiDi and Pi is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Li of order 212. As 
remarked above Ki :< Li , whence (4.20)(2) gives that A$ --.- LiDi , and (1) 
holds. (2) is a consequence of the fact that P n P"'o n H = S n S"o =- 1. 
By (I) and (4.18), L, g PSL(3, 4) x PSL(3,4) or SL(3, 4) +: SL(3, 4) and t 
interchanges the components of L, . The structure of Kz = CL2(t) then shows 
that ~ L:,, ~ L= CT, j = 16. Now cbcabcab :-: wua and cbcabcba = w,,b, so we have 
that C,, z< P n P”ou and U, < P n PToob. (2) and (4.20)( 1) imply that / P n PW@ 1 
and / P n P”‘ob I are at most 16. Therefore Ucz 7~ P n Pw@ and U, = P n P@. 
As in the first paragraph we see that the subgroup 
P n PC n PbcnPcbc 
is of index at most 28 in P and so 1 P n Pcbc : _>, P2. Similarly, looking at the 
subgroup 
P n Pb n Pch n Pbcb, 
we get that 1 P n Pbcb 1 >, 220. Since P = P,D, and D, is invariant under b and c, 
iPlnPpI 3 16and / U,I 34. N ow abcbacbc = web and abcbabcb == qc, 
whence PI n Pibc < P n P web and U, < P n Proc. Since PC n P"oc = 1 by (2), 
the order of P n P"'oc is at most 4. Comparing orders, we obtain that U, = 
PI n Pibc and U, ~2 P n PWoO”. The fact that PI n Plba n H = 1 implies 
p n pubn = D 2, an d as abacbcab == woe, it follows that (D, n Dgbc)ab -~: 
D, n Dtbcab < P n Pu70c = U, . On the other hand, j D, n Dibc / 2 4 since 
/ D, n D, I = 1 D, n Dibc / = 2r” by (4.16) and 1 D, 1 = 2t8. Thus C, 
(D, n Di"c)ab and (3), (4), and (5) hold. 
Note that K,,4, .= <A,, A,, Apbc>. Let X = (Dl , D, , Dg""> and m, =-: 
NJD, . If Nr g PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2), th en t interchanges the components 
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of NI and since CRI(t) = Kr , we certainly have that NI = X. Assume mr z -- 
PSL(4,4) and let B be the subgroup for which B/D, = J,(P/D,). Then as -- 
shown in the proof of (4.20), Z(P) = D4, Jr(P) = Da, and NNI(B)’ = (P, PC). 
Furthermore, Z,(P) = B n Da and ~/.Z,(~) is Abelian. Then the subgroup -- 
2a(p) Z2(p)c is normal in (P, PC) and contained in I?, whence it must be identical 
with B. Thus P = =a < X. Since X contains Kr , (4.20)(2) yields that 
N, = X. Accordingly in either case we have that NI = (Dl , D, , Do”“). 
By (5), Ur = D, n DibC. Put Y = C(Uy), so that Y contains D, and 
D ibe. The subgroup D, = DE”” acts on Up and as 1 U, / = 4, we have that 
1 D,/Y n D, 1 < 2. Since CDl(J) = V, by (4.15), D, must be contained in Y 
and thus NI < Y by the above. In particular, L, centralizes both Up and UTba 
since cba = baabcba. By (4), U, < PI and so Yb < L, . Hence [Yb , YF] = 1. 
Now ab transforms Ub into U, and Ubb into lJaa by the definition. Thus (6) 
holds. 
(5.2) G, = <Nl , N,) 3 L and C(G,,) bus odd order. 
Proof. The group L is generated by Xi , wi , 1 < i < 3, and so lies in G, . 
Since (Y, , Yb) contains Kz = CL*(r), the structure of L, e N,/D, gives that 
(Y, , Yb) = L, . By (5.1)(5), U, is a subgroup of D, of order 4. Also recall that 
o’, n H -= Xs and D, n H = A, . Since K, is irreducible on D,/A, g A, , it 
follows that G,, >, D, , and thus G, > N, . Therefore G, = (NI , Na) by 
(4.20)(2). Now C(G,,) is normal in N(G,) n C(L) and (t) E Syl,(C(L)), whence 
C(G,,) has odd order. 
(5.3) If NJD, G PSL(4,4), then G,, g PSL(6,4) OY SL(6,4). 
Proof. From (5.1)(l) it follows that L, z PSL(4,4) with PI a Sylow 2-sub- 
group. Since L, n H = Kl and PI n HE Syl,(KI), (2.1) shows that there 
exist a natural BN-pair (B, , fir) of L, and three involutions n, , us, n4 in fiI 
such that 
(ii) (B, n iVl)q, 2 < i < 4, a re the distinguished generators of the 
Weyl group fiJB1 n aI; 
(iii) 712 = n4 , wa = nsn4 , ws = n, . 
We define 
Thus Y, = Ys . If (B, , NT) is another natural &V-pair of L, with (B, n Nc)di , 
2 < i < 4, the distinguished generators of the Weyl group Nf/B, n N;_” 
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such that (d&J2 E B, n NT, then B, n A7f = (B, n fiJ% for some x E PI and 
we have ((B, n NT)&} = {(BI n N~)niz}. Since (rzar~~)~ = I, we may exchange dz 
and da if necessary to ensure that (B, n Nc)di = (B, n Nf)ni5, 2 ,( i < 4. 
Then since U, = PI n PTa122n4nz by (5.1)(4), 
Likewise, if we substitute d, , (ia , d4 for n2 , n3 , n4 in the above definition, then 
we obtain the conjugates of lJ,,< by the common element X. Because of this fact 






(or n2 and lzq exchanged) and then we can compute in matrix form. We have that 
U, = ‘j;, x Ur, and Y,, = Ya x Y, with Ur, := ( Ur2)t and Yr = YTf z 
SL(2, 4). 
Let M denote a component of& , so that L, := M ,. W and M is isomorphic 
to PSL(3, 4) or SL(3,4). Put V = M n U, . Then since P2 E Syl,(L,) and 
La n H = K, , Yb is a direct product of (V, k’~j and (V, Vws)t and thus 
(V, VWg) = Y, or Y4 by the Krull-Schmidt theorem. Replacing M with Mt if 
necessary, we may assume that (V, V@) = Ya . Then U, 2 = Yz n Urj = F. 
Define 
Then I-, = Yr x Ys and M :: (Yr , Y&. 

















under the natural homomorphism of SL(6,4) onto Gt. Denote by B* and N* 
the normalizers of P* and H* in G,*, respectively. Then (B*, N*) is a BN-pair 
of G$ with B* r\ N* = H* and H*m, , 1 < i ,( 5, form the distinguished 
generators of the Weyl group N*/H*. Let Z be a root system of type (As) and 
{rl ,..., rg} a set of fundamental roots of Z whose Dynkin diagram is as follows: 
3-o--o- c-0 . 
rl r2 r3 y4 y5 
Then each H*m, corresponds to the reflection associated with the root ri . 
Choose an element m, of N* with the property that P* n (P*)mo = 1. Such 
an element is unique modulo H*. Now define 
UTs = P* Cl (mOmi)-‘P*m,mi , Pri = (Ug? 
Let T’: = (U:,j), 1 < i < 5. Then there is an isomorphism 
(Y,“, y,*, m - <y2 , y, , y4> 
which maps UTTi onto U,,, for 2 < i < 4. Also, there is an isomorphism 
(Yl*> y,*, y,*, y,*> - (Yl , y2 9 y4 , y-5) 
which maps UzTi onto U,ri for i = 1, 2, 4, 5. Moreover, <Ya , Y,J = Ya x Yk 
for K = I, 5 by (5.1)(6) and each Yi is isomorphic to X,(2,4). For each {i, j}, 
i # j, we thus obtain an isomorphism of (UT, Y,*> onto ( Yi , Yj) under which 
u&i and uYri are mapped onto U,,i and U,,i . Since Yi , 1 < i < 5, generate 
G,, , a result of Curtis [7, Theorem 1.41 (see also [lo, Lemma 1.81) shows that 
Go is a perfect central extension of Gt and hence isomorphic to PSL(6,4) or 
SL(6, 4). 
(5.4) If NJDl E PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2), then G, has a subgroup Gl such that 
G,, = Gl * Glt and G, z PSU(6,2) or SU(6,2). 
Proof. For i = 1,2, let Mi be a component of Li so that L, = Ml x Mlt and 
L, = M, * M2. Set Qi = P A Mi . Then Pi = Qi x Qit and Qi c Syl,(M,). 
Recall that Li n H = Ki for i = 1, 2. By the definition of U, it follows that 
U = (Q n Q”lw2) x (Q a 2 2 2 n QwlwZ)t 2 * 
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Hence setting 
Za = (Q>, n Q;lQ, (Q, n Qy)'"lj 
we have that Y, = 2, x Zctt. Likewise, set 
Z, = (Q,, n Qy’, (Q, n Q~“‘)““), 
Then Yb = Z, x Zbf and Y, = Z, x Zct. Also U0 = Pr n Py+‘zw3 by (5.1)(4), 
whence setting 
we have that Yh = Z,,, x Zi, . Now the homomorphism: Mz - K,; x E+ xd 
maps Qa onto Cp,(t) =X,X,X, and so 2, is isomorphic to (Xa , e) g SL(2,4). In 
view of the Krull-Schmidt theorem we may replace Mz with Mzt if necessary 
to ensure that Z, = Z,,, . Then Z, ,< M,nM,. Let Gr = (Z,,Z,,Z,). 
Using (5.1)(6), we can verify that G, = G1 * Grt. Since *M1 == (Z, , Z,) and 
M, = (2, , Z,> are perfect, Gr is perfect as well. Define a homomorphism of G, 
into CGO(t) by x E+ &. The image K of this homomorphism is perfect and 
Co,(t) = C,(t)K, where Z = Z(G,). Thus K = L since G, contains L and 
L = Wm). The kernel of the above homomorphism lies in the center of Gr , 
which is of odd order by (5.2). Therefore, considering the Schur multiplier of 
PSU(6,2), we get that G, g PSU(6,2) or SU(6,2). 
(5.5) If t E N(G,)g for an element g of G, then g E N(G,). 
Proof. Let K = G,“. Assume first that G,, E PSL(6, 4) or SL(6, 4). Since 
H(“) = L, (2.2) shows that t acts on K as a graph-field automorphism and 
CK(t) = L. Let PO be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K containing S. Then applying (2.3), 
we have that K == (NpO(R),L), where R = S(t). Now N(Z(R)) = NH(A1)Vl 
by (4.5) and (4.9) and so N(R) = NH(S)Vr , whence K normalizes G, = 
<N, , N,). Since 1 C(G,)] is odd, we conclude that K = G,, and g E iV(G,). 
Assume next that G, = G, 4 Grt with Gr g PSU(6, 2) or SU(6,2). Then t 
acts on the set {G,g, Gy} of components of K. If t normalizes Grg, then both 
GrQ n Hand Gy n H have 2-rank at least 6 by (3.10) and m(K n H) > 12. 
This is incompatible with m(H) == 10. Thus t interchanges Gr” and Gp and we 
have C&t) = L. Let PO be a t-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of K containing S. 
Then NpO(R) > S = PO n H and so K = (NpO(R), L? by [2, Lemma 2.51. 
As above this implies that K = G,, . 
(5.6) P E Syl,(O’(G)). 
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Proof. Let P* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(G,) containing P(t). Ifg E N(P*), 
then t” E P* < N(G,) andg E N(G,) by (5.5). Thus P* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G. Also, P* is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(G,-,). 
Suppose G, z PSL(6,4) or SL(6,4). Then 1 P* : P 1 < 4. For each involu- 
tion-y of P we have that / CGO( y)/s > 224 ( see Aschbacher and Seiz [3]) and since 
1 Hj, 3; 2’7, t does not fuse into P. Thus if P* = P(t), P E Syl,(02(G)) by the 
Thompson transfer lemma. If 1 P* : P / = 4, we can write P* = P(tl , t2), where 
(tl , t,) is a four-group such that t, and t, act on G,, as respectively a graph- 
field and a graph automorphism. Observe that t induces a graph-field automor- 
phism of G0 and CGo(t) = L since H Cal = L. Thus t E Pt, and so (2.2) gives that 
t and t, are conjugate by an element of P. Transforming (tl , t2) by a suitable 
element of P if necessary, we may assume that t = t, . Put u = t, . Every 
involution of P* - P is conjugate by an element of G,, to one of t, u, tu, or du, 
where d is a nonidentity element in Z(P) n C(u). Moreover / C,0(u)/2 = 
/ CGo(du)12 = 2is and j Cc,(t)12 = 1 Cc,(tu)j2 = 215. Thus 1 C,,(y)] < 220 for 
each involution y of P* - P. We also have that tG n P(u) = @ since / H I2 < 
217. Suppose uG n P # o and choose g E G so that us E P and 1 Cp,(ug)I is 
maximal subject to ug E P. Then / C&ug)I > 224, which implies that ug is 
extremal in P* with respect to G. By [20, (2.2)] there is an element h such that 
uh == u” and Cp,(u)h < Cp*(ug). Since C&u) contains t, (5.5) forces that 
h E N(G,). But then uh r$ Go , a contradiction. Thus uG n P = a. Just the same 
argument applied with tu in place of u gives that (tu)G n P = 0. Since t does not 
fuse into P/u;, t 6 02(G) by the Thompson transfer lemma. The same lemma 
also implies that P* n 02(G) is not equal to P(u) nor to P(h). Therefore, we 
have that P 7 P” n 02(G) E Sy12(02(G)). 
In the case of Go = Gr * Grt with Gi z PSU(6,2) or SO(6,2), the proof is 
similar to that of [20, (7.6)]. Let Q = P n Gl , PO = NPI(G1), and Q. = 
C&Gi’), so that P = Q x Qt and P* = P,(t). If tg lies in PO for someg E G, 
then g E N(G,) by (5.5). However, N(G,,) n N(G,) is a normal subgroup of 
N(G,) of index 2 which contains PO but does not t, contradicting tg E PO . Hence 
fG n PO = :,j. If PO = P, then P E Syl,(Oa(G)) by Thompson’s lemma. Thus 
we assume that PO > P. As in [20, (7.6)] one of the following two cases 
occurs: 
Case 1. I Q. : Q / = 2 and PO = Q. x Qot. 
Case 2. Q, = Q and 1 PO : P j = 2. 
Let x be an involution of P*. If x $ PO, then Q” = P n Grt = Qt and so 
C,(x) s Q and 1 C&x)/ < 218. If x E PO - (Q,P u QiP), then x induces an 
outer automorphism both of G1 and of Glt so that 1 C,(x)1 < 21s. Thus 
/ C,*(x)1 < 221 for each involution x in P* - (QoP u QotP). Now as in [20, 
(7.6)] there exists an involution a such that Cp,(t) = (a)S # S. For each 
involution u of QoP, I CG0(u)12 > 221 by (3.9) and (3.10). Hence as in [20, (7.6)], 
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the involution n does not fuse into Q,,P u QotP. Now using Lemmas (I F) and 
(1G) of [9] we can show that P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 02(G). 
(5.7) E(G) == G, . 
Proof. Let G -: G/O(G). Then L is a standard subgroup of G and thus 
F*(G) is simple or isomorphic to PSU(6,2) x PSU(6,2). -41~0, F*(G) contains 
Ga and P is a S 1 y ow 2-subgroup ofF*(G). Hence if G, z PSL(6,4) or X,(6,4), 
then F*(G) =-= G0 by McBride [14] and so [19, (2.10)] gives that E(G) G, 
Assume that G, :. - Gr *GrtandputQ=-:PnG,.ThenP - Q ::QlandQ 
is isomorphic to Cp(t) = S, so (3.7)(4) implies that D, = Jr(P) = Jr(Q) x J,(Q)‘. 
Setting Ns == ::Q, Q”‘1, Q”:2> we have that Na = Na -e brat since I\-? mm ‘P, P”‘l, P”‘z x 
by (4.20). ?Jow Na is perfect and Z(N,) h as odd order. Hence -Vta n N3’ 1 is 
odd, and as 1V.a is generated by its 2-elements, Na is also perfect. Put X O”(G). 
Then IV, is a normal subgroup of Nx(Dz) of odd index. Hence -Y-, -3 Nx(D,) by 
the Krull-Schmidt theorem. Suppose an involution d E Q is conjugate in S to an 
element of P - Q. By (3.9), every involution of G, is conjugate to an element of 
Jr(Q), so we may assume that d E J,.(Q) and do E D, - Jr(Q) for some g E X. 
Then since D, :== J,.(P) is weakly closed in P with respect to -I-, d and dg are 
conjugate in N,(D,). But this implies dg E Na n D, = Jr(Q), a contradiction. 
Thus Q is strongly involution closed in P with respect to X. Let .\’ = (I(Q)x>. 
Then a result of Shult [17] shows that [IV, W] = 1. Since N contains G, , it then 
follows that F*(G) == Go . Therefore, E(G) = G, by [19, (2.10)] and the proof 
is complete. 
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